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National treasury centralized payment reform is comprehensive and fundamental,
involving the whole financial management infrastructure. Implementation of
centralized treasury payment meets the need of the development of the socialist
market economy and the establishment of the basic framework of public finance.
Most market-economy countries’ treasury management systems execute the
treasury single account and funds centralized payment, which has become an
international practice and promoted the development of the market economy.
The treasury centralized payment is based on treasury single account system,
with sound financial payment information system and interbank real-time
liquidation system as support. In this system, the budget unit puts forward an
application to given auditing organizations (Treasury centralized paying actuator
or budget unit), then sends capital to the payees through the single account
system after passing audits. Agent bank is the bridge to achieve fiscal treasury
centralized paying, the information channel to monitor treasury centralized paying,
and the final link for the treasury centralized paying. Therefore, establishing the
agent bank treasury centralized payment system is the key to the success of the
reform for the treasury centralized payment
This dissertation discusses the design and implementation of agent bank national
treasury centralized payment system according to the process specification of
software engineering. Firstly, against the system construction background,
focusing on the problems of the agent bank national treasury centralized payment
system; it makes comparative analysis between the existing application system’s
weaknesses and the advantages of other systems. Then, it puts forward the
overall solution after the business process analysis, functional requirements
analysis and interface analysis. Meanwhile, it applies the relevant technology













major content and characteristics of the system, and suggests its problems and
the research direction in the future.
Agent bank treasury concentrated payment system is in line with the treasury
centralized payment reform bank end service application system. The system
meets the budget’s requirements on the banks through full use of the agent bank
of existing systems, cyber source; it is useful through the whole business process
such as the basic data management, information management, the amount of the
authorized payment, transfer of funds and settlement, report printing as well as in
auxiliary function modules, like the parameter maintenance. The system will
improve working efficiency greatly, reduce the workload of staff, reduce the error
rate, reduce the risk of disbursements and loss of interest for the agent bank, and
improve the agent bank service quality after coming into service.
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